
B.Tech. IV Semester(Back) Examination,June/July - 201 5

Information Technology

41T 2 Information Theory Coding
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80
Min. Passing Marks : 24

Instructions to Candidates:

Attempt any Jive questions, selecting one question from each unit. All questions
carry equal marks. (Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever necessary.
Any data you feel missing suitably be assumed and stated clearly. Units of
quantities used/calculated must be stated clearly.

Unit - I

l. Definefollowingterms:

a) Information

b) Entropy

c) Joint Entropy

d) ,InformationRate.

2. Prove the following properties ofmutual information.

a) I(x;Y): I (EX)

b) I(X;Y) > 0

OR

1. DefinefollowingTerms:-

a) Redundancy

b) Efficiency

c) Mutual tnformation

d) Channelmatrix
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2. Define the expression forjoint and conditional entropy is given form as:-

H(X,Y)= H{X tY)+ H(Y) {8)

1.

2.

Uait - il
Explain shannon Theorem and shanno lirnit.

output of this source if the SA.{ ratio is 20 dB.

Explainthe channel capacity and write capacities of special channels.

Unit - III
State and prove the kraft inequality.

Apply the shannon-Fano coding and find code efficiency.

[+l = [r' x2 ri x4 x5 ,.]
[p(r,)] = [0.:o 0.2s o.zo o.tz 0.08 0.0s]

{6)

(10)

Derive tlre raathenratical expression forchannel capacity to transmit the inforrnation
through itthsch nnel capacity is:-

c = Btosz[, . ])u, "

OR

1. An analog signal having 4KklZBW is sampled at l.25times the nyquist rate and
each sample is quantized into one of equally likely levels. Assurne that the successive
sample rate are statistically independent.

a) What is the information rate of this source.

b) Can the output of this source be transmitter without error over an AWGN
channel with a B.W. of 10 KllZ and an SA.{ ratio of 20 dB.

c) Find the SA.tr ratio required for error free transmission for part (a).

d) Find the B.W. require for anAWGN channel for eror free transmission ofthe

)

(10)

(6)

1.

,

(6)

(10)
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Explain LEMPEL -Zw {ZW) codes. withexample. (6)'

A rnessage souroa generates eight messag€ symbols ffir ffiz .........-.....rq with
probabilities 025,0.03,0.19,0.16,0.11,0.14 0.0& 0.04 respectively. Give the
Huf&aan cod€ forthese sylnbols- (f0)

Unit - IV

1. Define rninimum distance d-* of Hamming code. Distinguish between valid and
Invalid code vectors. (8)

2. For a {7,4) block code generated by (G) below, explain how the error syndrome
helps in correctinga single eror.

(8)
lt

G=l

L:

oool l ol
I 0 0 0 LI
o r o 1 o ll
o o l I I l_l

OR

1. Define followingterms:

a) Code word

b) Blocklength

c) Code rate

d) Channel datarate

2. Given a(6,3) linear block code with the following parity check maffix H:

(2+2+2+2:8)

(8)

, =ll
Ir

t01.

a)

b)

0tl00l
i I o I ol
1 I o o rl

Find the generator matrix G.

Find the code word for data bit
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Unit - V

Explain FEC andARQ system of error control.

In a binary data transrnission system, the channel bit effor probability is given by

|"*n(-sool/r"),where 
r. is channel bit rate. The normal message bit rate is

1000 bits/sec.

bit error prbbabitity with r;1000bits/sec. and no elror

value of message bit elror probability is ro reduce to
(8)

(8)

(8)

OR

Explain the state Representation and state diagram of convolutional Encoder.

Explain the viterbi algorithm.

(8)

a) Calculate message

control coding.

b) What will be the
500 bits/sec.
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